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You can do it all here! Functionality Users will get 2 apps inside this app : Filter and Editor Filter app User can select what they want from the library of video clips they have in the app. Click on the slider to select the clips that are best for the current song There are 3 filters Range This is the default filter. It will take the whole clip duration. It's the most simple filter. Click the up or down arrow to select a portion of the
clip. You can set a start point and an end point. The music will be paused. Then you'll hear how the music is mixed together. Click 'OK' to accept the blend. There's also a 'YUV' filter where you can set the range of the filter on the Y or the UV channel Click on the triangle icon to open the YUV filter section Click and drag to adjust the Y and UV values The 'YUV' filter is available in the 'filter' and 'editor' apps. 'Range'
and 'YUV' filter You can also apply a 'Highlight' filter on the selected video clip. This will make the video clip stand out. Click the circle icon to apply the highlight. 'Highlight' filter Click the triangle icon to open the 'Highlight' section. Click and drag the handles on the graph to increase or decrease the highlight intensity. Hover your mouse over the graph to see the intensity in the timeline. Click the 'Accept' button to
finish the edit. Editor app A timeline and a visual editor will show up in the editor app. Click and drag the visual editor to edit the clip. Click on the triangle icon to open the timeline editor Adjust the duration, start, end, and position of the new clip In the timeline editor, you can select a part of the clip and set the length. Click and drag on the timeline to move the starting point of the new clip Click the play button to see
the visual effect. This app is made for Songtive users. So when you are logged into the Songtive network, you can get access to the YouTube app for your videos. If you don't have an account on Songtive, you can create one here.
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